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As this report goes to print, a tragedy is unfolding in Ferguson, Missouri, where Michael Brown, an unarmed African-American teenager was fatally shot by Darren Wilson, a White police officer. In the months to come, federal and local investigations will seek to determine what happened during the encounter between police officer and civilian.

Consider how differently these investigations might have gone had Officer Wilson used a body-worn camera to record his interaction with Mr. Brown. With strict measures to ensure proper protocols are in place, such cameras can be a powerful tool for police oversight and accountability, as well as to address longstanding deficiencies in police practice that disproportionately impact communities of color. The police in Ferguson have now rolled out such cameras, and a growing number of departments around the country are doing the same. These changes come too late for Mr. Brown, but they will help to make police more accountable for their conduct going forward.

You might call this a big data issue. Or you might say it’s about criminal justice reform.

Whether we use the language of big data or civil rights, we’re looking at many of the same questions. And that’s why this report is so important.

Big data can and should bring greater safety, economic opportunity, and convenience to all people. At their best, new data-driven tools can strengthen the values of equal opportunity and equal justice. They can shed light on inequality and discrimination, and bring more clarity and objectivity to the important decisions that shape people’s lives.

But we also see some risks. For example, inaccuracies in databases can cause serious civil rights harms. The E-Verify program, the voluntary, government-run system that employers can use to check whether new employees are work-eligible, has been plagued by an error rate that is 20 times higher for foreign-born workers than for those born in the United States. E-Verify has been under development since it was first authorized in 1996, uses data only from one fairly homogenous source—the government—and is frequently audited. Yet after nearly 20 years, persistent errors remain. This experience provides an important lesson for existing commercial systems, which are fairly new and untested, use data from widely different sources, and operate with no transparency.
Foreword

In February 2014, The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights joined other civil rights and media reform organizations in endorsing the Civil Rights Principles for the Era of Big Data. These principles represent the first time that national civil and human rights organizations have spoken publicly about the importance of privacy and big data for communities of color, women, and other historically disadvantaged groups.

Through these principles, we and the other signatory organizations highlight the growing need to protect and strengthen key civil rights protections in the face of technological change. We call for an end to high-tech profiling; urge greater scrutiny of the computerized decisionmaking that shapes opportunities for employment, health, education, and credit; underline the continued importance of constitutional principles of privacy and free association, especially for communities of color; call for greater individual control over personal information; and emphasize the need to protect people, especially disadvantaged groups, from the documented real-world harms that follow from inaccurate data.

In the coming years, the use of data will have a greater and greater impact on the lives of all people in the United States. To ensure that big data serves the best interests of each of us, civil rights must be a key part of any public policy framework. This report is a critical tool for ensuring that the voices of the civil and human rights community are heard in this important, ongoing national conversation.

Wade Henderson, President & CEO, The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights
Introduction

The key decisions that shape people’s lives—decisions about jobs, healthcare, housing, education, criminal justice and other key areas—are, more and more often, being made automatically by computers. As a result, a growing number of important conversations about civil rights, which focus on how these decisions are made, are also becoming discussions about how computer systems work.

Earlier this year, a path-breaking coalition of major civil rights and media justice organizations released the Civil Rights Principles for the Era of Big Data, highlighting how the growing use of digital surveillance, predictive analytics, and automated decision-making impacts core civil rights concerns. We served as technical advisors to that coalition.

After the release of the Principles, there was an outpouring of interest from policymakers, community advocates, corporate leaders and the public. People want to know more about the concrete examples that motivate this work. How and where, exactly, does big data become a civil rights issue? This report begins to answer that question, highlighting key instances where big data and civil rights intersect. We hope it will serve as a valuable resource to everyone involved in this important, emerging conversation.

— David Robinson, Harlan Yu, and Aaron Rieke, Robinson + Yu
Chapter 1: Financial Inclusion

As Insurers Embrace Big Data, Fewer Risks Are Shared

Since 2011, Progressive has offered Snapshot, a small monitoring device that drivers must install in their cars to receive the company’s best rates. The company offers discounts when the device reports that a driver brakes smoothly, keeps off the roads late at night, and drives infrequently—behaviors that correlate with a lower risk of future accidents.

Low-income individuals, many of whom are people of color, are more likely to work the night shift, putting them on the road late at night, and to live further from work. Devices like Snapshot reduce rates for some drivers by reducing the overall amount of risk sharing among drivers on the road, which means relatively higher costs for those with long car commutes or graveyard shift jobs. At the same time, such systems put responsible late shift workers into the same small category with late-night party-goers, forcing them to carry more of the cost of intoxicated and other irresponsible driving that happens disproportionately at night. Statistically speaking, this added cost does not simply reflect the risk that the late night commuter may be hit by a drunk driver. It also reflects the possibility that, as far as the insurer can tell, the late responsible night worker may be a drunk driver.

Insurers and lenders have long relied on statistics to help them assess the risks of prospective customers. But the deluge of “big data” allows for a new level of specificity in underwriting, changing how risk is allocated. Spreading risk among the insured population is a fundamental purpose of insurance. Some forms of price differentiation, such as charging more to drivers who accelerate or brake suddenly, may provide valuable incentives for the insured to drive more carefully—incentives to which drivers can respond by changing the way they drive. But for people who have to drive at night in order to reach their jobs, this differential pricing provides no benefit. It is simply an added cost.

A person’s future health, like their driving behavior, can also be predicted based on personal tracking to set insurance prices. At an annual conference of actuaries, consultants from Deloitte explained that they can now use thousands of “non-traditional” third party data sources, such as consumer buying history, to predict a life insurance applicant’s health status with an accuracy comparable to a medical exam. Models based on these data can “predict if individuals are afflicted with any of 17 diseases (e.g. diabetes, female cancer, tobacco related cancer, cardiovascular, depression, etc.) which impact mortality.” Deloitte’s model also incorporates the health of an applicant's neighbors, at scales as small as two city blocks.

More individualized insurance pricing promises lower rates for those with the lowest risk. At the same time, however, this underwriting means less sharing of risk. Healthy people in low-income
neighborhoods will pay more for their life insurance than will healthy people in healthier neighborhoods (because they are saddled with the health costs of their less healthy neighbors). Responsible night drivers will pay more for car insurance than will responsible daytime drivers (reflecting not only the night driver’s risk of being hit by a drunk driver, but also the risk that, as far as the insurer knows, the night driver might be a drunk driver). Insurance prices that are more accurate for most people may, by the same token, be less fair to those nearest the most vulnerable.
Data Brokers Enable Targeting of Financially Vulnerable Communities

Both the Federal Trade Commission and the Senate Commerce Committee recently released significant research reports on the data broker industry, which collects enormous volumes of information on hundreds of millions of Americans. The reports detail how these largely-unregulated companies enable precision-marketing of consumer products to financially vulnerable individuals. The Senate report further warned that the data sold by some brokers is “likely to appeal to companies that sell-high cost loans and other financially risky products,” and the FTC observed that many would find it “disconcerting,” to know that products can easily be targeted at disadvantaged people. [5]

The Senate report identified marketing lists with titles like “Rural and Barely Making It,” ‘Ethnic Second-City Strugglers,’ ‘Retiring on Empty: Singles,’ ‘Tough Start: Young Single Parents,’ and ‘Credit Crunched: City Families.’” [6] The Commission’s report also highlighted segments focused on minority communities and low-income individuals, including a one called the “Urban Scramble.” [7] It also observed that data brokers sell “Assimilation Codes,” indicating a person’s degree of familiarity with the English language. [8] Much of the negative publicity these marketing lists have received stems from their evocative titles—but the fundamental issue runs deeper: the lists enable marketers to identify vulnerable consumers with ease.

Of course, targeted marketing has a place in connecting all communities with the products and services most attractive to them—including for poor consumers, people of color, and people who speak different languages. But precision targeting of vulnerable groups also carries a risk of harm.

Modern data brokerage is an evolution of an old practice. Businesses have a long history of collecting data to help them target or acquire new customers. However, information technology has facilitated a rapid increase in both the volume and availability of data about individuals. Companies are now able to collect and store far more than would have been thought possible in decades past.

“Data broker” is a broad label used to describe the companies that buy, sell, or analyze consumer information. These firms offer marketing services, fraud prevention, risk assessment, data consolidation, or just resell data to other data brokers. There is no comprehensive list of companies that fall under this umbrella. [9]

Data brokers vacuum up data from wherever they can, including from public records, social media sites, online tracking, and retail loyalty card programs. Using these data, brokers build “modeled” profiles about individuals, which include inferences and predictions about them. For example, a broker might infer marital status from the prefix “Mrs.” or wealth based on an individual’s neighborhood. These profiles are often sold in the form of “segments” (or marketing lists) which are priced and sold by the thousands.
There are few laws governing the data brokerage industry, even though many of its practices can resemble the type of consumer scoring that is regulated in other contexts. The Government Accountability Office explained that “consumers generally do not have the right to control what personal information is collected, maintained, used, and shared about them—even where such information concerns personal or sensitive matters about an individual's physical and mental health.” [10] Similarly, federal law gives consumers the right to correct errors in their credit histories, but no similar right exists with respect to the profiles held by data brokers. The data brokerage industry has been repeatedly criticized for its lack of transparency, and the FTC recently unanimously renewed its call for Congress to enact legislation and empower individuals by allowing them access to information held by data brokers. [11]

This unregulated landscape is a challenge to social justice groups who are mindful of a history of predatory marketing and lending toward vulnerable groups. Data brokers can enable discriminatory targeting based on sensitive information like financial situation, health indicators, or other signs of vulnerability.
Furthering Financial Inclusion with “Alternative Data”

Credit is often extended on the basis of an individual’s credit score. Today, most credit scores are generated from credit reports, which are maintained by national credit bureaus. Credit reports contain a somewhat limited set of financial indicators, including data about existing credit cards and loans. Traditional credit scores have been shown to be accurate in predicting consumers’ creditworthiness (that is, the chance that the consumer will repay credit in accordance with its terms). But not all individuals have a credit report with enough data to generate a credit score. Thus, in some cases, a lack of high-quality, individualized financial data can exclude an individual from the mainstream financial system.

According to the National Credit Reporting Association, as many as 70 million Americans do not have a credit score, or have a lower score than their full financial history would warrant. Because many of these so-called “no file” or “thin-file” individuals regularly pay their utility and phone bills, some groups have argued that this payment data (which is currently not included in most credit files) should be routinely reported to credit bureaus. The major credit bureaus agree, and have developed scoring algorithms that can consider this so-called “alternative” data when it is included in a credit report.

The industry-funded Policy and Economic Research Council (PERC) claims that there is “overwhelming and incontrovertible” evidence that including bill repayment data in credit scores would help low-income individuals. It argues that most people will benefit when such data is included, particularly low-income individuals. This is true, the group continues, “whether the metric is credit score changes, credit score tier changes, or changes in portfolio acceptance given a target default rate.” PERC uses these arguments to urge advocates to make the financial system “more inclusive by making credit files more inclusive.”

But the National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) has arrived at different conclusions. It claims that the industry is motivated in part by a desire to force utility bills to the “top of [consumers’] payment pile,” where such bills might go if they became a factor in access to credit. It also emphasizes that if short-term delinquent payments become part of a credit file, “many low-income customers would receive negative credit reporting marks.” Finally, it worries that reporting of utility payments would conflict with established state regulatory policies designed to protect low-income individuals, who may “sometimes defer full payment of utility bills, knowing they are protected from shutoff.” In short, concluded NCLC, “[f]ull utility credit reporting will cause disproportionate harm to low-income consumers.”

Complicating matters, credit reports are also used to evaluate individuals for jobs, screen applicants for apartment rentals, and generate “marketing scores” for use in marketing consumer products. The impacts of these uses have not been tested or evaluated with the same rigor or transparency as the central use case of consumer credit underwriting, and there are risks that such non-credit uses of credit scores may have a disproportionate adverse impact on protected status groups. Some
protections are in place: for example, most states now have some rules in place to regulate the use of credit information for insurance underwriting. But as the use of credit data continues to expand, so too must the regulatory scrutiny as to the accuracy, fairness, and aggregate impact of such uses. Even if new data would be helpful in the specific context of credit, a broader debate that encompasses the other regulated uses of credit scores is needed.

Alternative data represents both an opportunity and a challenge for the civil rights community. There is some strong evidence suggesting that alternative data could benefit marginalized groups, but data proving this argument has not yet been made available to the civil rights community. To date, stakeholders have not been given the opportunity to reproduce the studies published by industry groups like PERC—much of the underlying data remains proprietary. Greater transparency regarding the impacts of including new data have important work to do in making sure that none of these changes harm vulnerable groups. [24]
Chapter 2: Jobs

E-Verify: The Disparate Impact of Automated Matching Programs

E-Verify is an online database run by U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), a component of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). It is designed to help employers quickly determine whether or not newly hired workers are legally eligible to work in the United States. Unfortunately, systematic problems have caused many eligible workers to lose their jobs or to face pre-employment discrimination. Recent studies have shown that these burdens fall disproportionately, and sometimes illegally, on minority groups, including lawful permanent residents and other authorized immigrants.

Today, more than 500,000 U.S. employers use E-Verify when hiring new workers. When a new worker is hired, the employer enters the information from the new hire's I-9 form into the E-Verify website. The site compares the worker's information against multiple government databases held by DHS and the Social Security Administration (SSA). These databases increasingly include data pulled from other local, state and federal agencies. E-Verify informs the employer that the new hire is work eligible, or else produces a Temporary Non-Confirmation (TNC) that the worker may not be eligible to work in the United States. Unfortunately, the process for contesting a database error is expensive and time consuming. And employers may not have the patience to deal with it.

While E-Verify's matching process seems straightforward, many technical and operational issues contribute to erroneous determinations, particularly for noncitizens.

Despite their importance, the algorithms used by E-Verify are not disclosed to the public.

For example, long names are often truncated in USCIS and SSA databases or on printed documents (and truncated different ways in different places) which leads to confusion for employers and, ultimately, mismatches in the system. Matching algorithms determine how strict or lenient the matching process will be. A matching algorithm could allow the first name and the last name to be swapped (e.g., to account for cultures where the family name is printed first rather than second) or could ignore missing punctuation (e.g., to account for cultures with higher frequencies of hyphenated or typographically complex names). Other algorithms could be stricter, requiring an exact character-by-character match. In practice, these algorithms are more complicated, and may use a combination of strategies to tune their accuracy levels. But despite their importance, the algorithms used by in the E-Verify process are not disclosed to the public.

Another common kind of mismatch occurs when a worker changes his or her name—say, because of a recent marriage—and the database still contains that person's prior or maiden name. Until the database is updated, it will retain stale information about the worker. The matching algorithm may
determine that the worker isn’t authorized because the system does not know that the new, married name corresponds to an authorized person. In one set of cases where E-Verify errors were successfully resolved, 94 percent of the errors were traced to the worker’s having legally changed his or her name. [30]

When the system cannot verify the worker’s eligibility, it issues a TNC to the employer, who is required to notify the employee about the adverse determination. If the employee believes that the TNC is a mistake, he must then contest the determination with the government—a painstaking process that can take weeks.

Exhibit III-4. Erroneous TNC Rates, by Attested Citizenship Status: July 2004-June 2010

A recent DHS-funded study found a major discrepancy between the erroneous TNC rates for citizens and noncitizens. [31] It found that legal permanent residents (LPRs) were nearly five times more likely than citizens to be issued an inaccurate TNC, even though they were employment authorized (0.9% for LPRs versus 0.2% for citizens). That figure is even worse for other noncitizens, which were twenty-seven times more likely to receive an inaccurate TNC (5.4%).

Employers have restricted work, delayed training, reduced pay, and taken other unlawful actions against workers who receive TNCs. [32] Because of the uncertainty caused by TNCs, the National Immigration Law Center suggests that E-Verify “encourages employers to hire U.S. citizens exclusively, a practice that usually constitutes a violation of antidiscrimination law.” [33]

E-Verify is voluntary for most employers today [34] but there have been recent legislative efforts to make the program mandatory nationwide. [35] While automated technologies can bring vast
efficiency improvements to many government processes, including this one, even small error rates that result from seemingly minor technical issues can have a life-changing impact on thousands of people.

E-Verify's matching and verification problems are far from unique. Inaccurate information in databases, and the inability to consistently fix errors, have also been a major pain point in a number of other areas. The credit reporting industry has offered an Orwellian struggle to people with errors in their credit reports \([36]\) (a still-bad situation that may be slowly improving \([37]\)); a voter ID law in Texas requiring an exact match between the state's voting rolls and the name on the voter's identification card has caused difficulties for thousands of married women at the polls, forcing them to sign affidavits and file provisional ballots. \([38]\) Error rates that look small on a spreadsheet can loom large in the lives of the people affected.
Chapter 2: Jobs

Hiring Algorithms May Put Jobs Out of Reach

Many retailers, call centers, and other employers of entry-level service staff have begun using machine learning systems to evaluate job applicants. Analyzing numerous factors for thousands of employees, specialized technology firms develop online questionnaires that surface the factors most predictive of success for each employer and job.

Some firms have found that people with shorter commutes tend to make better hires, because they are statistically likely to stay in the job longer. This insight may be particularly important for service sector employers, whose hiring is increasingly automated, and for whom turnover is a major concern. According to a 2012 Wall Street Journal report, a hiring analytics firm called Kenexa (now owned by IBM) “asks applicants for call-center and fast-food jobs to describe their commute by picking options ranging from ‘less than 10 minutes’ to ‘more than 45 minutes.’ The longer the commute, the lower their recommendation score for these jobs, says Jeff Weekley, who oversees the assessments.” [39] The same story also notes that how reliable a person’s transportation is (i.e., whether they depend on public transportation) and how long they have lived at their current address may also be considered.

A second firm that applies big data to the hiring process, Evolv, has reportedly made a different choice. As the Atlantic Monthly reported:

There are some data that Evolv simply won’t use, out of a concern that the information might lead to systematic bias against whole classes of people. The distance an employee lives from work, for instance, is never factored into the score given each applicant, although it is reported to some clients. That’s because different neighborhoods and towns can have different racial profiles, which means that scoring distance from work could violate equal-employment-opportunity standards. [40]

A hiring preference against workers who live far away may be accurate—they may really average shorter tenure in the job—but is it fair? Such a preference punishes people for living far from where the jobs are, and can particularly hurt those living in economically disadvantaged areas, who are disproportionately people of color. Such practices make it even harder for people in disadvantaged communities to work their way out of poverty.
In Online Searches, Big Data Systems Reproduce Racial Bias

Digital indicators of race, religion, or sexual preference can easily be observed or inferred online. In some ways, these indicators are just like those an employer might pick up when scanning a person’s resume. However, a recent study has revealed that these indicators can foster “discriminatory outcomes or giving preference to members of one group over another” when combined with complex big data systems.

Latanya Sweeney, a computer science professor at Harvard who recently served as Chief Technologist at the Federal Trade Commission, described how Google ads discriminate based on the name of the person searched. When searching for her own name on Google, Dr. Sweeney noticed ads referencing arrest records. This prompted her to design a study to learn whether searches for white-identifying names prompted the same sorts of ads as searches for black-identifying names did. She found that a greater percentage ads with “arrest” in their text appeared for black-identifying names than for white-identifying names, to an extent that could not plausibly be explained by chance. She concluded that “[t]here is discrimination in delivery of these ads.”

This happens because Google’s software automatically learns which ad combinations are most effective (and most profitable) by tracking how often users click on each ad. These user behaviors, in aggregate, reflect the biases that currently exist across society. InstantCheckmate.com, a leading company that sells arrest records, denied that it has ever tried to connect a name with race. But it would not necessarily have to for this outcome to occur. Ads that are more often clicked on automatically receive a higher “quality score”—and are more often displayed—in Google’s system. Google and InstantCheckmate may automatically find themselves reinforcing the racial biases that their audience’s click patterns reflect. Dr. Sweeney explains: “If Google’s Adsense service learns which ad combinations are more effective, it would first serve the arrest-related ads to all names at random. But this would change” as the algorithm automatically changed in response to a pattern, where “click-throughs are more likely when these ads are served against a black-identifying name.”

These sorts of structural discrimination issues are particularly troubling as employers—and others in positions of power and responsibility—increasingly consult the Internet when making the decisions that shape people’s lives. Although potential employees have some legal protections today, it would be difficult for a job applicant harmed by the subliminal effects of biased ads to trace such harm to its cause. A quick glance (or many such glances) by a hiring professional are likely to go unnoticed. The same concerns may arise in situations involving promotions, special awards, or other forms of professional advancement, or in different settings such as the search for a roommate.

Lawyers do caution employers to tread carefully online. “I advise employers that it’s not a good idea to use social media as a screening tool,” says James McDonald, a specialist in employment law. “[Employers] need to control the information,” he says, but the ease of a Google search may be hard
to resist. “By and large, employers avoid asking questions about these traits in interviews. But now technology makes it easier to find that information,” observes Prof. Alessandro Acquisti of Carnegie Mellon University. [S1]

Dr. Sweeney’s research shows that racism can be perpetuated inadvertently by complex online systems, even when the companies that create these systems do not intend to discriminate.
Chapter 3: Criminal Justice

Predictive Policing: From Neighborhoods to Individuals

In February 2014, the Chicago Police Department (CPD) made national headlines for sending its officers to make personal visits to residents considered most likely to be involved in a violent crime. The selected individuals were not necessarily under investigation, but had histories that implied that they were among the city's residents most likely to be either a victim or perpetrator of violence.

The officers' visits were guided in part by a computer-generated "Heat List": the result of an algorithm that attempts to predict involvement in violent crime. City officials have described some of the inputs used in this calculation—it includes some types of arrest records, for example—but there is no public, comprehensive description of the algorithm's input.

The visits were part of a new "Custom Notification Program," which sends police (or sometimes mail letters) to peoples' homes to offer social services and a tailored warning. For example, officers might offer information about a job training program or inform a person that federal law provides heightened sentences for people with certain prior felonies. The city reports that the contents of a notification letter are based on an analysis of "prior arrests, impact of known associates, and potential sentencing outcomes for future criminal acts." Although some of these visits have been poorly received, the department argues that the outreach efforts may already have deterred crime.

Mayor Emanuel recently claimed that, of the 60 interventions that have already taken place, "none of the notified individuals have been involved in any new felony arrests."

The Heat List is a rank-order list of people judged most likely to be involved in a violent crime, and is among the factors used to single people out for these new notifications. The CPD reports that the heat list is "based on empirical data compared with known associates of the identified person."

However, little is known about what factors put people on the heat list, and a FOIA request to see the names on the list was denied on the grounds that the information could "endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel or [some] other person." Media outlets have reported that various types of data are used to generate the list, including arrests, warrants, parole status, weapons and drug-related charges, acquaintances' records, having been a victim of a shooting or having known a victim, prison records, open court cases, and victims' social networks. The program's designer, Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) Professor Miles Wernick, has denied that the "algorithm uses 'any racial, neighborhood, or other such information' in compiling the list." Cities across the country are expanding their use of data in law enforcement. The most common applications of predictive technology are to assist in parole board decisions and to create heat maps of the most likely locations of future criminal activity in order to more effectively distribute

There is no public, comprehensive description of the algorithm's input.
police manpower. Such systems have proven highly effective in reducing crime, but they may also create an echo chamber effect as crimes in heavily policed areas are more likely to be detected than the same offenses committed elsewhere. This effect may lead to statistics that overstate the concentration of crime, which can in turn bias allocations of future resources.

Chicago’s experiment is one of several of a new type, in which police departments move beyond traditional geographic “crime mapping” to instead map the relationships among city residents. Specifically, identifying individuals for tailored intervention is the trend most likely to expand in the future of predictive policing—raising important questions on how to ensure justice continues to be protected through machine systems. Other districts are already working with academics to develop similarly styled programs, including one in Maryland that aims to “predict which of the families known to social services are likely to inflict the worst abuses on their children.” In projects like these, automated predictions of future bad behavior may arise—and may be acted upon—even without direct evidence of wrongdoing. Such systems will sometimes make inaccurate predictions, and when they do, their mistakes may create unjustified guilt-by-association, which has historically been anathema to our justice system.

Even as they expand their efforts to collect data, city governments often do not have the academic resources to analyze the vast amounts of data they are aggregating. They are often partnering with private or academic institutions to assist in the process. In Chicago, the city is working with the MacArthur-backed Crime Lab to analyze the effectiveness of various programs, including things like “Becoming A Man,” a program that focuses on violence prevention among at-risk youth. These partnerships allow the city to expand the ways it uses the data it collects, and may unlock significant benefits (by, for example, demonstrating the effectiveness of non-punitive crime reduction programs). At the same time, the private actors conducting these and other analyses should be held to at least the same standards of accountability and transparency that would apply if the city were analyzing its data internally.
Secrecy Is a Barrier to Responsible Use of Police Technologies

Police departments across the country are adopting new surveillance technologies, including cameras that scan license plates, tablets that recognize faces, and devices that intercept signals from mobile phones. Unfortunately, these tools are often shrouded in secrecy. Police departments deploy new technologies without clear use policies to guide their use or audit logs to keep users accountable, sign non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) with technology vendors, decline public records (FOIA) requests, and cooperate with federal officials to shield key information from disclosure.

Transparency is vital. It allows for the incorporation of safeguards and policies that could pave the way for fair uses of these new technologies. If adopted and deployed in an opaque fashion, new police tools open the door for discrimination and other abuses.

Recent deployments of automatic license plate readers (ALPRs) illustrate this point. ALPRs are high-speed cameras that photograph all passing vehicles, feeding a database that may eventually describe many peoples’ comings and goings. Unfortunately, the devices have been used to target minority groups. For example, police officers in New York reportedly drove “unmarked vehicles equipped with license plate readers around local mosques in order to record each attendee.” And according to one New York police officer, the use of license plate readers “is only limited by the officer’s imagination.”

These reports are troubling, but it’s easy to imagine ALPRs responsibly deployed. For example, an ALPR system could discard scans that don’t raise red flags (fewer than 1% do). Police departments could easily develop better policies by asking where ALPRs are deployed, when and how data can be used, and how long it is retained. Unfortunately, today, ALPR data is “often retained for years or even indefinitely, with few or no restrictions . . . .”

It can be exceedingly difficult for advocates to learn about police technologies. Police departments across the country sign NDAs from technology vendors, which function as gag orders. For example, an Arizona journalist obtained a copy of the agreement between a vendor called Harris Corporation (which produces “Stingrays,” a high-tech device that mimics a cell phone tower in order to snoop on nearby mobile phones) and the Tucson Police Department. Among other things, it barred the police department from discussing the technology with any government entity and required the department to notify Harris whenever it received a public record request concerning one of the company’s “protected products.” These NDAs are sometimes cited when declining public record requests, even if they seem to conflict with public record laws.
In another case, in the summer of 2014, U.S. Marshals drove to a local police station in Sarasota, Florida, seizing some of the station’s Stingray-related records and moving them to an undisclosed location. The ACLU had evidence that police were using the devices without a probable cause warrant, relying instead on a less protective state statute typically used for more limited requests. “We’ve seen our fair share of federal government attempts to keep records about [cell phone surveillance technology] secret, but we’ve never seen an actual physical raid on state records in order to keep them from public view,” said Nathan Wessler, an attorney for the ACLU.

Advocates aren’t the only ones left in the dark: police technologies have also been hidden from the courts. For example, shortly after the seizure of records by U.S. Marshals, the ACLU released email messages showing that Florida police repeatedly and deliberately hid their use of cell phone surveillance technology from state courts. “Concealing the use of stingrays deprives defendants of their right to challenge unconstitutional surveillance and keeps the public in the dark about invasive monitoring by local police,” noted Maria Kayanan, Associate Legal Director of the ACLU of Florida.

These problems are exacerbated by federal grant programs—including those that give police access to decommissioned military hardware, and the “equitable sharing” regime for federally seized drug funds. Such programs allow police to sidestep the natural oversight that happens when new police investments rely on local funds. This culture of secrecy threatens civil rights and short-circuits a needed debate about how to use these tools responsibly.

There are many opportunities for the civil rights community to help create appropriate boundaries for use of new police technologies. Some positive steps have already been taken, such as the 2007 DHS Best Practices for Government Use of CCTV. Deployment of some police technologies could be contingent on their use being bounded by traditional constitutional safeguards, such as judicial approval and warrants, whether implemented through federal or state law or other means. However, before appropriate debates about the uses of the newest technologies can happen, law enforcement must show a willingness to enter into a dialogue and move their technologies out of the shadows.
Chapter 3: Criminal Justice

Body-Worn Cameras Can Promote Police Accountability

New technology allows every police officer to wear a small camera that makes digital video recordings of citizen interactions. In Ferguson, Missouri, where conflicting accounts of the August 9 shooting of unarmed 18-year-old Michael Brown led to rioting and worldwide news, the police had received a stock of such cameras, but they had not yet deployed when Brown was shot. If body worn cameras had been rolling, they might have provided a key record of the fateful interaction—or even, by their presence, encouraged more cautious behavior and prevented the incident from occurring at all. In the wake of Brown's shooting and a string of other deaths of unarmed black men, a number of civil rights groups including the NAACP Legal Defense & Education Fund have urged wider use of the cameras. They have also been proposed as a remedy to New York City's stop and frisk practices; mayor de Blasio called for the cameras' use as part of his campaign, and the city will soon begin testing use of the cameras.

According to a report by the Police Executive Research Forum, as of September 2013, one out of out of every four police departments it surveyed said that they had "begun to equip their officers with body-worn cameras on at least a trial basis." More recently, a researcher working for the group reported that Los Angeles, London, and a number of other large cities are piloting the cameras. There are many different types of body-worn cameras available, including some that mount to vests or headgear. They may cost as much as $1,000 each, or as little as a few hundred dollars, depending on the model.

The impact of body-worn cameras has not yet been systematically studied. "The technology is ahead of the policy at this point," noted James Stewart, director of public safety and security for CNA Analysis and Solutions. "Nobody has done a real, large-scale research study on the effect of cameras on whether it reduces injuries, complaints, and whether the people wearing them feel comfortable wearing them."

But anecdotal evidence is generally positive, suggesting that the cameras can help de-escalate heated situations. For example, a small police department in Rialto, California equipped half of its 54 uniformed officers with cameras, after which complaints against police dropped 88 percent compared with the previous 12 months. And in Oakland, California, police have deployed around 500 cameras (one of the largest programs in the nation). "It's enormously helpful," reflected Oakland Police Interim Assistant Chief Paul Figueroa. "When you're able to go to the video and see what's occurred ... it saves so much investigative time, all the way around as to whether the misconduct took place or not."

The idea of body-worn cameras is even spreading at the federal level. In March, Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson met with immigrant rights activist groups to discuss the possibility of border patrol agents wearing cameras. The Obama Administration is hoping that the recordings will provide insight into complaints of excessive force on the border.

Civil liberties groups generally support the cameras, but urge some caution. "For the ACLU, the challenge of on-officer cameras is the tension between their potential to invade privacy and their strong benefit in promoting police accountability," writes Jay Stanley of the American Civil Liberties Union. "Overall, we think they can be a win-win—but only if they are deployed within a framework
of strong policies.” Key issues include whether the footage will become a public record, how the system tracks officer decisions to turn the cameras off or delete footage, and whether citizens can veto recordings in private settings such as their homes.

Body-worn cameras are poised to help boost accountability for law enforcement and citizens. And unlike many new police technologies, the cameras share preliminary support from both law enforcement and social justice groups. The cameras may be particularly beneficial for Black and Latino men, who are likelier to shoulder the harms of any police misconduct due to their greater involvement with the criminal justice system. But successful implementation of the cameras will require careful policies that respect and protect both the police and the public.
Dragnet Surveillance Short-Circuits Court Review in Drug Cases

The federal government’s large-scale warrantless surveillance of Americans, first brought to light by Edward Snowden, initially appeared to be a story about national security. But the public has now learned that some of the secret tools first justified on national security grounds are also being applied for domestic law enforcement purposes.

For example, the New York Times has reported that the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy, together with the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), has secretly paid AT&T to build a massive database of calling records for domestic law enforcement use. AT&T officially controls this database, known as "Hemisphere," but works closely with the government to give it seamless access, even embedding company employees on law enforcement teams. The program has operated since 2007. The information that AT&T gathers is available not only to the federal government but also to local detectives who are working on drug investigations. Unlike more traditional methods, this system lets law enforcement examine everyone’s activity—not just people who are under suspicion. The leaked document published by the Times explains that this system can “often identify cell phones the target is using that are unknown to law enforcement.”

A document also shows that the White House office involved with the program asked analysts to “never refer to Hemisphere in any official document,” but instead to issue a seemingly independent subpoena for records that had been uncovered by Hemisphere. This controversial, secret tactic—called “parallel construction”—allows law enforcement to offer such records as evidence in court, without alerting the court or the defendant to its reliance on this warrantless program. The same tactic is apparently used by the DEA’s “Special Operations Division” (SOD), which maintains a partnership with the NSA to receive tips gathered via NSA surveillance activities, outside the framework of domestic law enforcement. Guidance obtained by Reuters “specifically directs agents to omit the SOD’s involvement from investigative reports, affidavits, discussions with prosecutors and courtroom testimony. Agents are instructed to then use ‘normal investigative techniques to recreate the information provided by SOD.”

Nancy Gertner, a former federal judge now on the faculty of Harvard Law School, describes such tactics as “phonying up the course of the investigation.” She warns that “[w]hen the DEA is concealing what the source of the information is and pretending it came from one place rather than another, there can be no judicial review” of the government’s real investigative tactics.
Chapter 4: Government Data Collection & Use

The Temptation to Abuse Government Databases

Governments at every level collect personal data, with varying degrees of scope and detail. Data is necessary for many parts of government to function, from providing social services, to enrolling students in public schools, to issuing passports. The scale of collection is expansive and growing, but it's also difficult to quantify, particularly because private companies often play a central role in helping governments gather and store data. Data needs to be accessible to government employees and contractors for legitimate purposes. But, in far too many instances, the availability of personal data—and government's inability to properly manage and oversee its own staff's activities—has led to abuse.

At a local level, women appear over-represented among the targets of such abuse, especially by police. Law enforcement officers have been accused of inappropriately using databases to stalk women in Minnesota, Illinois, New Jersey, New York, and North Carolina. One officer went so far as to travel to a woman's vehicle and leave a note for her. Another extensive episode involved an NYPD detective who “hacked into computers to collect private email accounts and passwords of 21 fellow officers and nine other people to snoop on his ex-girlfriend.” Officers have also been accused of using databases to look up individuals at the request of women they were trying to impress in Connecticut and Alaska.

The federal government maintains an enormous amount of data, raising similar issues on a national scale. For example, Edward Snowden recently claimed that it was common for analysts at the NSA to share nude photos they find in the course of their duties. A similar story emerged in 2008 when two former NSA analysts came forward to discuss their access to the personal communications of US citizens living abroad. They reported that the analysts would recommend particular calls to each other based on their sexual content and that the list of calls is “stored the way you'd look at songs on your iPod and you could pull up a song on your iPod” using a person's phone number.

In a series of cases commonly referred to as LOVEINT, the NSA confirmed that, in the last decade, there were at least 12 cases of individual analysts using the SIGINT (signals intelligence) system to inappropriately track individuals, as well as two other cases currently under investigation. In most cases, analysts were searching for information on people they knew socially or romantically. The NSA Director of Compliance argued that the number of incidents by the agency was extremely low compared with its overall activities. But most of the incidents were self-reported, so it's not unreasonable to believe that the actual number of infractions taking place is higher than the reported number.

Collecting, storing and analyzing massive amounts of personal data enhances the government's ability to help and protect ordinary citizens. But the availability of data can pose a temptation too great for a small percentage of those individuals who have access. As governments expand their use of data, there is significant room to improve the policies and practices to further lower the risk that this data is abused.
The Census: Big Data for Civic Welfare

The United States Census is the government’s original big data. Since 1790, the Census Bureau has conducted surveys to enumerate the United States population. Required by the Constitution to apportion representation and taxation among the states, the Census Bureau today maintains the most complete and authoritative records of the American population. These records are used for allocating resources and planning for a variety of social and economic programs. The decennial census and the more detailed American Community Survey (the modern version of the census “long form”) have become essential for the functioning of government, civil society, and the private sector. Civil rights groups have a strong stake in the accuracy, completeness, and availability of Census Bureau data.

The decennial census is conducted every ten years and counts every individual in the United States. In 2010, the Bureau collected demographic information on each member of the household. Between 1940 and 2000, households were sampled during the decennial census to collect more detailed information, in what was known as the census “long form.” In 2005, these more detailed records were separated into the American Community Survey (ACS), which samples households on a continuous basis to provide more up-to-date data for areas as small as census tracts (average population: 4,000). The ACS samples roughly 2.5 percent of U.S. households each year.

In addition to determining Congressional representation, census data is used to allocate resources for social programs, including Medicaid, maternal and child health programs, transit programs, public housing assistance, Community Development Block Grants, Head Start, Title I education funds and grants for special and vocational education. It is also used for planning for hospitals, nursing homes, clinics, and the location of other health services, and drawing school district boundaries.

For Census 2020, the Bureau is researching ways to incorporate new technology to make the census more efficient and less costly. This is, in part, a necessity: the Bureau has been tasked with running the 2020 Census at the same cost as the 2010 Census, after decades of rapid growth in the cost of census-taking. It is considering using governmental administrative records (ARs)—pre-existing government databases from sources such as Internal Revenue Service, Social Security, TANF, SNAP, and Medicare/Medicaid, as well as from state and local governments—to pin down areas of housing change. This will help to eliminate the need to physically canvass every street and address prior to the start of the population count, identify vacant housing units before sending a census taker to knock on doors, and add people to the count who do not self-respond to the census. The Bureau is also looking at new ways to strategically route census takers during non-response follow-up, optimizing their productivity. And it is researching an Internet response option to reduce costs during the self-response phase.

Unfortunately, ARs can both help and hurt the accuracy of the census. Data collected from ARs may lack detail (such as race and ethnicity, especially for subgroups, and household relationships), may
be out of date, or may underrepresent the hardest-to-count populations. Yet, ARs may be suitable as a last resort, when people would otherwise have been missed even after in-person follow-up interviews. In the 1990 Census, for example, the Bureau used parolee and probationer records to add “between 400,000 and 500,000 persons to the final census counts.”\[127\] Many of those added were young, black men, who had been missed. This practice was abandoned in later years because “about half of [people added using parolee and probationer records] were later estimated to have been enumerated erroneously.” But technological improvements might increase the utility of ARs in the future.

A secure Internet response option could significantly improve efficiency of the census. Recent testing of the Internet response option suggests it is likely to only marginally increase the total number of self-responders, meaning that most of those who would use the Internet to respond would otherwise have voluntarily responded by mail. But even a small shift will provide the benefit of reducing the cost of mailing out packets to tens of millions of households, which will free up monetary resources that can better be focused elsewhere—like physically canvassing neighborhoods with low Internet adoption rates. However, an Internet response option must be mobile-friendly in order to maximize its reach to certain minorities who over-index on smartphone adoption, such as Hispanics and Asian Americans.

The Census Bureau faces a difficult challenge ahead: saving money while retaining quality and accuracy. Technological advances and new data sources can help, but cost constraints still threaten to make the 2020 Census less complete than its predecessors.
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